Join us to bring hope and empowerment to the camp residents. Lift them out of poverty with your compassion and love. Become a part of the universal OBAT family!

**SPONSOR:** By sponsoring a project personally or through your school or workplace, you will open doors of opportunity and help provide funding for micro-financing, healthcare, educational programs and more.

**DONATE:** Your donations, big or small, help keep children off the streets and in school; empower mothers to support their families; provide families access to essential health care; and lend overall relief to the forgotten.

**VOLUNTEER:** We are always looking for volunteers to help with marketing, fundraising, event planning, photography and other areas. Ask us how to join our volunteer teams, Helpers to OBAT (H2O) or Young Friends of OBAT (YFO)!

**VISIT THE CAMPS:** If you are visiting Bangladesh, spare a few days, hours, whatever you can, to teach any photography, videography, graphic designing related skills or teach an English class to aspiring students. Teaching students who are eager to learn but cannot pursue their dreams due to lack of resources, can be an immensely rewarding experience.

**SPREAD THE WORD:** Share our mission among your network of friends. Form an OBAT chapter in your city. Encourage your friends to visit the camps or to help out with their resources.

If you have questions on how to do any of the above, email us at contact@obathelpers.org and we will get you started.

---

**OUR PARTNERS:**
- UNHCR • Muslims In Need
- HHRD (Helping Hands Relief & Development)
- Friends of Humanity • ARC- American Refugee Committee • LIFE • Norwegian Refugee Council
- Translators without Borders
- APPNA (All Pakistan Physicians of North America)
- MedGlobal • IMARET • The Love Army

**HOW CAN YOU HELP**
- Help us build local awareness & support
- Visit the camps to volunteer
- Donate by visiting bit.ly/AidRohingya

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK:**
- @HumanitarianAssistanceProgram

**CONTACT INFO**
- OBAT Helpers Inc.
  1100 W. 42nd St., Suite 125
  Indianapolis, IN 46208
- contact@obathelpers.org
- ph: (317) 203-0603
- fax: (317) 522-1548

**OUR PARTNERS:**
- TTWF - Teach the World Foundation
- HCI - Human Concern International
- Lions Club of Chittagong
- Christian Service Society
- Quantum Foundation

**DONATE TODAY!**
- **BY MAIL**
  Write a check or download our donation form from the website and mail to:
  OBAT Helpers Inc.
  1100 West 42nd Street
  Suite 125
  Indianapolis, IN 46208
- **BY PHONE**
  317.203.0603
  or fax to 317.522.1548

**FOR DIRECT DEPOSIT OR WIRE TRANSFER**
Please contact our office at 317.203.0603
Donate online at www.obathelpers.org/support/donate
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OBAT Helpers is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization that is committed to providing aid, education and economic empowerment to an unfortunate and forgotten group of people, commonly known as Urdu speaking, stranded Pakistanis living in makeshift camps since 1971.
OBAT Helpers is a 501(C)(3) non-profit organization and is headquartered in Indianapolis where it was established in 2004. It is committed to providing aid, healthcare, education and economic empowerment to the displaced and forgotten population residing in camps in Bangladesh. Commonly known as stranded Pakistanis, Biharis or Urdu speaking people, they have been living in abject circumstances in slum like camps scattered across Bangladesh, for the past 47 years. Their displaced status and dire living conditions were a consequence of a civil war between Pakistan and Bangladesh and the unresolved political conflict between them. Altogether, there are about 300,000 people languishing in one hundred and sixteen makeshift camps in extremely poor conditions - they live in acute poverty, with no access to basic amenities of living.

OBAT is currently exclusively focused on empowering a population whose suffering has disappeared within history's pages. In a few short years, OBAT Helpers is proud to be actively working in 14 cities throughout Bangladesh; operating more than 50 educational and training projects including schools, tutoring/computer centers and sewing centers; granting higher education scholarships at various academic levels; empowering thousands through the microfinancing program; and improving life through health clinics, clean water, sanitation and infrastructure development projects.

- **EDUCATION**
  - Over 1,000 scholarships are being offered from school to college level
  - 9 computer training centers
  - 10 tutorial centers
  - 11 schools
  - 59 preschools
  - Two education for working children programs
  - Arabic education programs in 3 cities

More than 7,000 students in education programs altogether.

- **HEALTH**
  - Two health clinics and one mobile clinic collectively treat over 9,000 patients every year
  - Between 500-1,000 cataract surgeries are performed every year

- **EMPOWERMENT**
  - To provide them with a future stream of income, OBAT’s 5 Sewing Centers and one embroidery training center provide women with training in sewing and embroidery. To date, more than 1,200 women have graduated from these centers.

- **RELIANCE**
  - OBAT provides food and meat to the camp residents during the month of Ramadan and at Eid-ul-Adha, respectively. More than 15,000 people benefit from these projects annually.

In October of 2017, OBAT also started responding to the critical situation that came about after an influx of Rohingya refugees into Bangladesh who were escaping persecution and genocide in Myanmar. It formed the “Humanitarian Assistance Program (HAP),” a coalition of local volunteers, donors and organizations, jointly working together to address the Rohingya crisis. The goal of HAP is to build a task force of local volunteers who will be able to engage, prepare and lead communities during emergency situations and have the capacity to rehabilitate them quickly and efficiently. The Humanitarian Assistance Program is governed by a steering committee, consisting of OBAT Helpers’ executive staff, local business leaders, volunteers, local and international NGO’s, educational institutes and various other business partners and groups. OBAT’s current relief strategy has and will be addressing medical, educational, nutrition and emergency needs by the following means:

- Providing families with emergency supplies. Shelter reinforcement kits distributed to 23,000 ppl.
- 5 stationary medical camps (3,600 ppl. treated)
- Two medical centers that treat anywhere between 300-400 patients per day
- 78 tube wells to provide clean water
- Islamic & sewing center for women
- Playground for kids
- 2 community centers, 9 bridges, 12 pathways
- 1,504 + sturdy shelters built for monsoon season, with more in progress